ABSTRACT The Dombi t-norm and Dombi t-conorm operations, which have the advantages of describing decision making information flexibly by using the general parameter, can be valid to deal with actual multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problems. Motivated by the basic Bonferroni mean (BM) operator, some novel Dombi Bonferroni mean (DBM) operators and Dombi geometric Bonferroni mean (DGBM) operators are developed to aggregate 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic information in our manuscript. Obviously, some precious properties and numerical examples are given to testify the effective and scientific of these operators. Finally, the green supplier selection in green supply chain management is taken as an example to verify the proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In actual decision making environment, it's of great importance to derive exact assessment information [1] - [6] . However, due to the indeterminacy of practical environment, we always can't achieve this goal. Then, to overcome this limitation, the concept of fuzzy set (FS) [7] was defined, the FS is mainly characterized by the degree of membership and can provide more reasonable decision making information [8] - [10] . Consider the degree of non-membership, Atanassov [11] further proposed the intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) to solve multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problems [12] - [18] . To depict the indeterminacy membership degree, the basic concept of neutrosophic set (NS) was introduced by Smarandache [19] for handling MADM. Afterwards, Wang et al. [20] defined the SVNS and extended it to interval-valued environment, then, some applications were also given to verify the effectiveness of the two fuzzy set. On the basis of expected value, Based on the MABAC, TOPSIS and similarity measures, Peng and Dai [21] developed some new single valued neutrosophic methods to solve decision making
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wajahat Ali Khan. applications. Peng et al. [22] studied the geometric weighted choquet integral Heronian mean (GWCIHM) operator under the single valued neutrosophic hesitant fuzzy environment. Wang, et al. [23] studied the VIKOR method under the triangular fuzzy neutrosophic environment. Based on the power operations and the Bonferroni mean (BM) operator, Wei and Zhang [24] developed some single valued neutrosophic Bonferroni power mean (SVNBPM) operators. Consider the interrelationship between being fused arguments, Peng et al. [22] extended the dual generalized Bonferroni mean (DGBM) operator to SVNS and developed some aggregation operators for application of green supplier selection.
Consider the neutrosophic set (NS) and the linguistic term set (LTS), Pamucar et al. [25] presented the linguistic neutrosophic CODAS method to deal with the selection of Power-Generation technology. Ye [26] defined the interval neutrosophic linguistic set (INLS) and proposed two aggregation operators with interval neutrosophic linguistic variables. Ye [27] proposed some hesitant linguistic neutrosophic (HLN) similarity measures to deal with MADM. Combined the linguistic neutrosophic set (LNS) and traditional Hamy mean (HM) operators, Liu and You [28] developed some new aggregation operators for MADM. Wu et al. [29] firstly defined the single valued neutrosophic 2-tuple linguistic set (SVN2TLS) and developed some Hamacher operators to fuse single valued neutrosophic 2-tuple linguistic information. Ju, et al. [30] further defined the single valued neutrosophic interval 2-tuple linguistic set (SVN-ITLS) and studied some Maclaurin symmetric mean (MSM) operators under SVN-ITLS environment. Then, Wang et al. [31] combined the SVN2TLS and the basic Muirhead mean (MM) operators to present some novel aggregation operators. In addition, Wang, et al. [32] defined the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic set (2TLNS) which the truth membership degree (TMD), indeterminacy membership degree (IMD) and falsity membership degree (FMD) are described by 2-tuple linguistic variables. To assess the risk of construction engineering project, Wu et al. [33] developed four 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic Hamy operators. Wang et al. [34] developed the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic TODIM model to assess the risk of construction engineering project. According to the Muirhead mean (MM) operator and 2TLNS, Wang et al. [35] presented some new aggregation operators. Thereafter, the 2TLNS theory has been broadly applied to study MADM.
The Dombi contains some good properties t-conorms and t-norms [36] , which can describe the decision making information flexibly by using the general parameter. In previous work, Chen and Ye [37] defined novel single valued neutrosophic Dombi operation laws and utilized the WA and WG operators to fuse SVNNs. Khan, et al. [38] discussed some Dombi power Bonferroni mean (DPBM) operators under the interval-valued neutrosophic environment. Based on the Hamy mean (HM) operator and the dual Hamy mean (DHM) operator, Li et al. [39] introduced some intuitionistic fuzzy Dombi Hamy mean operators, and then, Wu, et al. [40] extended these Dombi Hamy mean operators to the intervalvalued intuitionistic fuzzy environment. Based on the BM operator, Liu et al. [41] proposed some intuitionistic fuzzy Dombi BM operators. According to the prioritized aggregation operators, Wei and Wei [42] defined some novel SVN Dombi prioritized weighted operators for MADM. Jana, et al. [43] gave some picture fuzzy Dombi aggregation operators and Zhang et al. [44] presented some picture fuzzy Dombi Heronian mean operators. Khan et al. [45] investigated the Dombi operation laws under the Pythagorean fuzzy environment and defined some Pythagorean fuzzy Dombi aggregation operators.
In actual decision-making process, finding the way to express the assessment information is only one aspect, another vital aspect is selecting best alternative from a given alternative set [46] - [50] . As a powerful tool for handling MADM, the BM [51] operator, which can take the interrelationships between attributes into account, has been regards as a meaningful tool to fuse fuzzy assessment information. Motivated by the advantages of the Dombi operation laws, the BM operator and the 2TLNS, the goal of our paper is to fuse the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic information by using the Dombi BM operators.
To achieve this goal, The rest of this article is described below. In section 2, we introduce some fundamental theories related to the 2TLNNs, the BM operator and the Dombi operation laws. In Section 3, we develop the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic Dombi BM (2TLNDBM) operator and the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic weighted Dombi BM (2TLNWDBM) operator. In Section 4, we develop the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic Dombi GBM (2TLNDGBM) operator and the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic weighted Dombi GBM (2TLNWDGBM) operator. In Section 5, we propose an actual application with 2TLNNs and compare our developed operators with other existing methods in this filed. Section 6 gives some summaries of our article.
II. PRELIMINARIES
According to the SVNSs and 2TLSs [33] , [35] , [52] - [54] , Wang et al. [32] introduced the definition of 2TLNNSs.
A. 2TLNSS
Definition 1 [32] : Assume that φ = {φ 0 , φ 1 , . . . , φ k } is a 2TLSs with odd cardinality k
indicates the function of truth membership denoted by 2-tuple linguistic variable, (s I , ε) indicates the function of indeterminacy membership denoted by 2-tuple linguistic variable and (s F , η) indicates the function of falsity membership denoted by 2-tuple linguistic variable, then the 2TLNSs can be given as:
where
Definition 2 [32] :
Then the score function S (φ 1 ) and accuracy function H (φ 1 ) can be expressed as:
H (φ 1 )
Definition 3 [32] :
Definition 4 [32] :
s I 2 , ε 2 , s F 2 , η 2 be three 2TLNNs, then we get the following four equations.
(1)
B. DOMBI OPERATIONS OF 2TLNNS
Definition 5 [36] : Dombi [36] introduced the Dombi t-norm and t-conorm as:
According to the Dombi t-norm and t-conorm, the 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic Dombi operation laws are depicted as follows.
Definition 6:
for convenience, we let
= F 1 , β > 0, the operation laws can be defined as
Definition 7 [55] : Let g, h > 0 and b i (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) be a set of real numbers, the Bonferroni mean (BM) can be given as:
Definition 8 [56] : Let g, h > 0 and b i (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) be a set of real numbers, the geometric Bonferroni mean (GBM) can be given as:
III. THE 2TLNDBM AND 2TLNWDBM OPERATORS A. THE 2TLNDBM OPERATOR Definition 9: Suppose that g, h > 0 and 1, 2 , . . . , m) be a list of 2TLNNs. The 2TLNDBM operator can be given as:
be a set of 2TLNNs, and let
= F 1 , then, the fused value by handling the 2TLNDBM operator is defined in (9) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page.
Proof:
According to definition 6, we can obtain (10) and (11), as shown at the bottom of the previous page. Thus, we obtain (12) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page.
Thereafter, we obtain (13) , as shown at the bottom of the previous page. Moreover, we obtain (14) , as shown at the top of this page.
Therefore, we obtain (15) , as shown at the top of this page. Hence, (9) is kept.
If the fused results in equation (9) is a also 2TLNN. It's clear that the fused results will satisfy the following two conditions:
Let us consider (i)-(iii), as shown at the top of this page.
Proof:
Then, we obtain (17) , as shown at the top of this page.
Thereafter, we obtain (18), as shown at the top of this page. Furthermore, we obtain (19) , as shown at the top of this page.
= c i , then according to (9) , we can get (iv), as shown at the top of the next page. Obviously, the 2TLNDBM operator satisfies three precious properties as follows.
B. 2TLNWDBM OPERATOR Definition 10: To consider the attribute weights, let g, h > 0 and
be a list of 2TLNNs with the weights vector being
The 2TLNWDBM operator can be given as:
set of 2TLNNs, and let
, then the fused value by handling the
2TLNWDBM operator is defined in (24) , as shown at the top of the previous page.
Proof: Based on definition 6, we can derive (25) and (26) , as shown at the top of the previous page. Thus, we obtain (27) , as shown at the top of this page. Thereafter, we obtain (28) , as shown at the top of this page. Furthermore, we obtain (29) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Moreover, we obtain (30) , as shown at the top of the next page. Therefore, we obtain (31) , as shown at the top of page 12. Hence, (24) is kept.
If the fused results in equation (24) is a also 2TLNN. It's clear that the fused results will satisfy the following two conditions:
Let us consider (v)-(vii), as shown on the next page.
Then, we obtain (33), as shown on the next page.
Thereafter, we obtain (34) , as shown at the top of page 13. Furthermore, we obtain (35) , as shown at the top of page 13. (s 3 , 0.3), (s 1 , 0.1), (s 4 , 0.4) and φ 3 = (s 1 , 0.3 
It's clear that the 2TLNWDBM lacks the property of Idempotency. 1, 2 , . . . , m) be a list of 2TLNNs. The 2TLNDGBM operator can be given VOLUME 7, 2019
IV. THE 2TLNDGBM AND 2TLNWDGBM OPERATORS A. 2TLNDGBM OPERATOR

Definition 11: Let g, h > 0 and
as:
= F 1 , then the fused value by handling the 2TLNDGBM operator is defined in (39) , as shown at the top of the previous page.
Proof: Based on the definition 6, we can derive (40) , as shown at the top of page 14, and (41), as shown at the top of the previous page. Thus, we obtain (42) , as shown at the top of the previous page. Thereafter, we obtain (43) , as shown at the top of the previous page. Moreover, we obtain (44) , as shown at the top of this page. Therefore, we obtain (45) , as shown at the top of the next page. Hence, (39) is proved.
If the fused results in equation (39) is a also 2TLNN. It's clear that the fused results will satisfy the following two conditions:
Let us consider (ix)-(xi), as shown on the next page.
Proof: Since g
Then, we obtain (47) , as shown at the bottom of the next page. Thereafter, we obtain (48) , as shown at the top of page 18. Furthermore, we obtain (49) , as shown at the top of page 18. That means 0 ≤ −1 (s T , δ) ≤ k, similarly, we can get 0 
= c i , and
then according (39), we can get (xii), as shown at the top of this page.
Obviously, the 2TLNDGBM operator satisfies three precious properties as below.
Property 6 (Idempotency): 
of 2TLNNs, and let
, then the fused value by handling the 2TLNWDGBM operator is defined in (54) , as shown at the top of this page.
Proof: Based on the definition 6, we can derive (55) and (56), as shown at the top of the next page. Thus, we obtain (57) , as shown at the top of the next page. Thereafter, we obtain (58) , as shown at the top of the next page. Furthermore, we obtain (59) , as shown at the top of page 21.
Moreover, we obtain (60) , as shown at the top of the next page. Therefore, we obtain (61) , as shown at the bottom of page 22. Hence, (54) is proved. If the fused results in equation (54) is a also 2TLNN. It's clear that the fused results will satisfy the following two conditions:
Let us consider (xiii)-(xv), as shown at the bottom of page 22.
Proof: x Since g
Then, we obtain (63) , as shown at the bottom of the next page. Thereafter, we obtain (64) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Furthermore, we obtain (65) , as shown at the bottom of page 23. 
= c i , and then according (54), we can get (xvi), as shown at the bottom of page 25. Obviously, the 2TLNWDGBM operator satisfies two precious properties as below.
Property 9 (Monotonicity): 
Property 10 (Boundedness): 1, 2 , . . . , m) be a set of 2TLNNs.
It's clear that the 2TLNWDGBM lacks the property of Idempotency. VOLUME 7, 2019
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS A. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The green supply chain management (GSCM) takes green manufacturing theory as the core and attaches great importance to environmental protection. It requires enterprises to consider both economic benefits and ecological benefits in the operation process. It can be said that green supply chain management (GSCM) fully considers all aspects of enterprise operation, and can make full use of resources, reduce environmental damage and pollution, and reduce enterprise costs [57] - [62] . In this section, to illustrate the method developed in this paper, we shall give a numerical example to select the most appropriate green suppliers in green supply chain management (GSCM) with 2TLNNs. There is a panel with five possible green suppliers Y i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) to be selected. The experts selects four attribute to evaluate the five possible green suppliers: x O 1 is the product quality factor; y O 2 is the environmental factors; z O 3 is the delivery factor; { O 4 is the price factor. The five possible green suppliers Y i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are to be evaluated using the 2TLNNs by the decision maker under the above four attributes (whose weighting vector ω = (0.15, 0.26, 0.37, 0.22)), which is listed in Table 1 .
Step 1: On account of table 1, we can fuse all 2TLNNs r ij by handling the 2TLNWDBM (2TLNWDGBM) operator to derive the comprehensive assessment results r i of the five alternatives Y i . Given that g = h = 2, β = 3, then the comprehensive assessment results are shown in Table2.
Step 3: Based on the comprehensive assessment results shown in Table 2 , we can figure the score results of each alternative, the computing results are shown in Table 3 .
Step 4: Based on the score results of each alternative shown in Table 3 and the comparison formula of score function, the rank of the green suppliers are list in Table 4 .
B. INFLUENCE OF THE PARAMETER ON THE FINAL RESULT
Different parameter may lead to different ordering of all alternatives, to depict the effects of different parameters g, h and β on the ranking results in the 2TLNWDBM (2TLNNWDGBM) operators, the ranking results are depicted in Tables 5 and 6 .
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Then, to further demonstrate the effective and scientific of our introduced operators, we shall compare the 2TLNWDBM and 2TLNWDGBM operators with LNNWAA and LNNWGA operators which were proposed by Fang and Ye [63] and the linguistic neutrosophic cosine measures which defined by Shi and Ye [64] , the results are list in Table 7 .
As can be seen from the above results, we can get the same result, which proves the practicability and effectiveness of the proposed method. However, the existing aggregation operators, such as LNNWAA operator and LNNWGA operator, do not take the relationship between the aggregated arguments into account, so they cannot eliminate the influence of unfair parameters on the decision-making results. Our proposed 2TLNWDBM operator and 2TLNWDGBM operator can overcome this limitation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the MADM problems with 2-tuple linguistic neutrosophic information. Then, we utilize the Dombi Bonferroni mean (DBM) operator, weighted Dombi Bonferroni mean (WGBM) operator, Dombi geometric Bonferroni mean (DGBM) operator and weighted geometric Dombi Bonferroni mean (WDGBM) operator to propose some Dombi Bonferroni mean operators, such as: the 2TLNDBM operator, the 2TLNWDBM operator, the 2TLNDGBM operator, the 2TLNWDGBM operator. The precious characteristic of our developed operators are discussed. Finally, an actual application for green suppliers selection in GSCM is developed to demonstrate the effectiveness of newly proposed methods. In the future, the application of the 2TLNNs needs to be investigated under uncertain fuzzy environments [65] - [68] and other domain's application [69] - [72] .
